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Circle me O God,
keep hope within,
keep despair without.
Circle me O God,
keep peace within,
keep evil out.
Circle me O God,
keep love within,
keep hatred out.
Circle me O God,
keep light within,
keep darkness out.
Christ,
stand in the circle with us
today and every day.
May the God of peace inspire us,
may the God of justice empower us,
may the God of hope encourage us
to live the Good News.
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Letter from Mary
Hi,
It’s already November – how did that happen so quickly?
Somehow we are getting through these very strange times – neither full lockdown nor fully free to
go where we please. There is a lot of fear and anxiety around. We don’t know what’s going to
happen. There are different directives and views from scientists, government and the people.
Where are we to turn?
A while ago I read a book, written 300 years ago, called The Sacrament of the Present Moment by
Jean-Pierre de Caussade. It meant a lot to me when I first read it and still does. In it Jean-Pierre
urges us to live in the present, neither spending time regretting what is past nor living in fear of
what is to come (which, of course, is sometimes really hard). He asks us to enjoy the present
moment and to give thanks to God for it. Whatever situation we are in, we can always give thanks
for something, even if it is simply that we can breathe and we are surrounded by the beauty of
God’s creation. It is a discipline, because our natural inclination is to worry. Do try it: be in the
moment, look around, give thanks for what you see. It can uplift your spirits.
It was so good to be at the service in the cathedral, with Peter Seal, when Liz Stuart was ordained.
It seemed truly special for not having crowds of people, but just small groupings for each candidate.
It felt deeply personal as well, because instead of the candidates going forward to be prayed for by
the bishop, Bishop Tim came to each candidate and prayed for them where they were. It was a real
joy and blessing to be with Liz at this time; she is a much-valued member of the team. But we were
sorry not to be able to hug!
The Thanksgiving Service for Bishop John and Dorothy Dennis in our newly refurbished church was
a great joy. It was mainly their family and friends who came, and their two sons Peter and John
spoke about lovely memories of them (see pp. 8–9), as did the Bishop of Exeter, Rt Revd Robert
Atwell. We were sorry not to be celebrating their lives with more of our church congregation
but we look forward to being able to have our own thanksgiving service in the future to share
our memories.
It has been good to hold the 9.30 Parish Eucharist at St Paul’s once more, especially with livestreaming – huge thanks to John Schulz for all his skilled work enabling this. We are also most
grateful to the wonderful team who clean, set out chairs and welcome people to the service so that
they can be, and feel, safe. Thank you too to all at St Matthew’s who work tirelessly to enable the
11.15 services to happen each week. Sandra Lewis and I led two family services at St Paul’s in
October and these were much enjoyed (see p. 12). Please let me know if you’d like to come.
Some lovely verses from St Paul’s letter to the Philippians: ‘Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it
again: Rejoice! Let your gentleness be evident to all. The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about
anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to
God. And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your
minds in Christ Jesus.’
May God’s peace rest with you and all those you love, today and always.

Useful phone numbers
Out-of-hours medical help

111

Royal Hampshire County Hospital

863535

St Paul’s medical practice

853599

Police non-urgent

101

Friarsgate medical practice

871730

To report a BT landline fault

0800 800 151

St Clements medical practice

852211

Winchester City Council offices

840222
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Family feedback
We welcome those who have
worshipped with us for the first
time in recent weeks, and hope
that you may feel comfortable and
encouraged to come in person as
safety, circumstances and
numbers allow.

We pray for all who are unwell:
Caroline Behan, William
Buncombe, Ian Cunliffe, Vera
Edwards, Emily (age 1), Jean
Gardner, Bob and Elizabeth
Harland, Julia Jones, Phillippa
Lerclercq, Kate Morgan, Jane Seal,
Toby (age 7), Brett Tribe, Patricia

Watts, Vera Willnecker and David
Wilson.
We offer our love, sympathy and
prayers to close family and friends
of those who have died recently,
including Su-Wha Jin, Jean
Parkinson and Heather Riley.

Notices
9.30 Sunday Eucharist at St Paul’s We can safely
accommodate about 50 people, and based on preCovid attendances it means that, on average,
everyone should be able to attend approximately
every two weeks. If you would like to come,
please contact Maggie Brecknell (856552,
brecknell1@uwclub.net), letting her know when
you would next like to attend. Thank you.
The service is live-streamed at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQSDoObRO
tCJrF0WNnqUpyQ. Our huge thanks to John Schulz
for his many months of patient and skilful filming.
11.15 Sunday services at St Matthew’s with organ
music If you would like to attend, do contact Linda
Russell-Smith, 853584.
‘A Year of Change – Tackling Homelessness in a
Pandemic’ On Mon 9 November, 6.45–8 pm, the
Nightshelter is hosting an online event starting with
a brief AGM and including insights from Matt
Downie MBE, Director of Policy and External Affairs
at the national homeless charity Crisis, who will
speak about the national picture of homelessness
and how the situation is being tackled. Book at
https://tinyurl.com/y53kcpgn.

Rectory drop-off point for Basics Bank gifts
44 Cheriton Road, yellow box by the garage.
Most wanted items: coffee (small jars or refill bags),
fruit squash, tinned fruit (no grapefruit or prunes),
tinned vegetables, tinned ravioli and spaghetti, pies
(Fray Bentos or similar), cat food, cleaning spray,
shower gel.
Plastic bottle tops Help reduce plastic waste and
raise money for Lanterns, the nursery
school on Bereweeke Road. Please
put washed type 2 or 4 plastic tops
in the crate outside St Paul’s.
Earthian, a zero waste shop Winchester now has a
‘zero waste’ shop in Parchment Street offering a
range of plastic-free and low-waste products.
Customers are encouraged to bring their own
containers to fill with herbs, spices and coffee
as well as liquid products like shampoo and
conditioner. The business is also a collection point
for hard-to-recycle waste.
Green Week flags now online All the Images of
Hope made for Winchester Green Week are now in
an online exhibition at
https://www.winacc.org.uk/what-wedo/events/winchester-green-week/gw2020about/.

Sunday services:
November Bible readings
1 November
8 November
15 November
22 November
29 November
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Revelation 7: 9–17; 1 John 3: 1–3; Matthew 5: 1–12 [p. 343]
Ecclesiastes 3: 1–15; James 3: 13–18; John 15: 11–17
Zephaniah 1: 7, 12–18; 1 Thessalonians 5: 1–11; Matthew 25: 14–30 [p. 356]
Ezekiel 34: 11–16, 20–24; Ephesians 1: 15–23; Matthew 25: 31–46 [p. 360]
Isaiah 64: 1–9; 1 Corinthians 1: 3–9; Mark 13: 24–37 [p. 377]

Heather Riley – a personal tribute from Peter Seal
I first met Heather 20 years ago. She was
churchwarden at St Matthew’s along with Margaret
Case. In company with the churchwardens from St
Paul’s, Liz Stannard and Stefan Trebacz, they asked
the bishop to appoint me as Rector. So I have a lot
to be thankful to her for.
I know I write for many when I say that Heather
was a delight and the loveliest person. She was
always so engaging in conversation, wryly witty, full
of good humour, genuinely interested in me,
compassionate and kind. I recall her confiding in
me when she was going through a tough time. It
was a privilege to be alongside her.
Heather contributed to parish life not only as
churchwarden but as faithful servant on the PCC for
many years. She worked alongside Janet
Bird, Harry Wright and others in the days
of the GAMP group monthly meeting for
older folk. More recently she was an
integral part of Tea with Friends and the
Book Group.

she died. She was unconscious but I said some
prayers. The hardest thing was not being able to
hold her hand, but I sent her my love and thereby
that of everyone in the parish. May she rest in
peace and rise to live the new life.
Sadly, Covid restrictions mean that only her family
can be present at the funeral on Tuesday 3
November. Others will be able to watch the
live-stream. If you would like to honour Heather
with some flowers, especially a simple autumn
arrangement in a jam jar, do please bring it to
St Paul’s between 9 and 11 am on the day of
her funeral.
If you have memories of Heather, please send them
in for a future edition of this magazine.

Heather was intelligent and thoughtful.
She was perhaps best known through her
monthly parish magazine articles over
several decades. I, for one, waited
expectantly and eagerly to see what she
had written. We were never disappointed,
always entertained and often prompted
to smile ... even giggle.
Dear Heather. We will miss her so much,
not least for the beautiful flowers she
arranged so skilfully and faithfully in St
Matthew’s, the church she loved and
worshipped in regularly. Heather kindly
paid for the wild rose hedging on the St
Matthew’s/Pond Cottage boundary – a
living legacy to be enjoyed in years to
come.
I visited Heather in the Royal Hampshire
County Hospital just a few days before

Heather at St Matthew’s Flower Festival in 2017. Her commentary
on this flower arrangement reads: ‘The final and newest area, on
your left as you come in, celebrates our future as, with St Paul’s,
we look Beyond Ourselves. The flowers there represent some of
the organisations close to home and from other parts of the world
that we are glad to assist.’

Some words by Joyce Grenfell that Heather
quoted in one of her articles in June
If I should go before the rest of you
Break not a flower nor inscribe a stone,
Nor when I’m gone speak in a Sunday voice,
But be the usual selves that I have known.
Weep if you must,
Parting is hell,
But life goes on,
So sing as well.
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Beyond Ourselves
‘Moving from concern about climate change to taking real, meaningful actions’
Winchester Action on Climate Change (WinACC)
was founded in 2007 by the late Robert Hutchison
and fast became a magnet for scientists, engineers,
statisticians and thinkers concerned about the
change they could see coming in the planet’s
climate. In 2008, the year the UK’s first Climate
Change Act was passed, WinACC’s scientists kept
track of the growth of greenhouse gases and
debated about nuclear power options. A year
later, Winchester saw its first climate change
demonstration.
WinACC’s first report into UK wind energy was
produced in 2012 and wind was recommended as
our most effective source of renewable energy.
In 2015, the year of the United Nations Paris
Agreement, WinACC attended the Climate
Conference representing Winchester in the global
challenge of climate change. It came away with
strong recommendations for local action. This was
carried through particularly in King’s Worthy, with
a two-year project looking at energy savings,
culminating in 2017 in a residents’ Big Switch Off.
By 2019 climate change was hitting the headlines
multiple times and a gas emissions report showed
Winchester falling behind other cities. This year
WinACC has developed a new strategy for the
district, aiming to focus on the biggest impact it
can have in fighting the climate emergency.
Action groups
There are a number of volunteering opportunities
via the following action groups – just find the topic
that interests you the most.
Building and Planning aims to reduce the emissions
of greenhouse gases from buildings, directly and
indirectly, across Winchester district to help lower
the carbon footprint as far as possible.
Community Engagement Group is for talkers,
demonstrators and enablers. Its aim is to engage
the hearts and minds of people in Winchester
District so they move from concern about climate
change to taking real, meaningful actions that lead
to low-carbon living.
Incredible Edible is the WinACC Food Action Group,
supporting people to eat a more sustainable diet;
there is a clear connection between food
production and climate change.
Transport Action aims to have zero-carbon
transport in the Winchester District, i.e. transport
that doesn’t emit greenhouse gases. The group
focuses mainly on structural change by pressing for
better facilities for people to walk and cycle, better
public transport and fewer vehicles on the road.
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Renewable Energy promotes the benefits of
renewable energy projects to local authorities,
parish councils, landowners, community groups
and other relevant decision-makers in Winchester
District.
STAP (Science and Technology Advisory Panel) is
a group of engineers and scientists with either a
background or interest in the environment.
They provide up-to-date information, advice
and documentation.
Check your indoor lighting
Sourced from Bob Whitmarsh’s ‘15 minute check’
blog; more information at
https://lowcarbonhousehold.weebly.com/
We tend to ignore our light bulbs and only replace
them when they fail. But in fact it is worth taking 15
minutes to review all the light bulbs in your home
because, by replacing the least efficient, you can
save money on your electricity bills and energy too.
There are three main sorts of light bulb. The first
is the filament or incandescent bulb; their sale
has been banned in the UK since 2012 as they are
inefficient and have relatively short lifetimes.
The second is a descendant of the strip light still
found in many buildings (actually, modern strip
lights are quite efficient). These are sometimes
called fluorescent tubes because the inside of the
tube is coated with phosphor which glows when
excited by ultraviolet light produced by electrodes
inside the tube. By shortening and twisting or
bending the glass envelope of the bulb, compact
fluorescent lamps (CFLs) were created to roughly
the size of the old incandescent bulbs. CFLs
are four to five times more efficient than
incandescent bulbs and last longer – maybe
10,000 hours. They contain mercury, which will
escape into the air if the bulb is broken.
The latest type of light bulb is a light-emitting diode
(LED), with a life-expectancy of 50,000 hours! The
Energy Saving Trust says that ‘LEDs fit most fittings
and are particularly good for replacing spotlights
and dimmable lights, they are more efficient than
CFLs and will save you more money in the long
term. By replacing all bulbs in your home with
LED alternatives, you could save about £35 a year
on electricity bills.’ LEDs are safer than CFLs
because they don’t contain mercury. It makes
sense to update all your bulbs to LEDs.
The best way to save energy is always to turn off
lights as you leave an empty room.
Alexa Heady, Beyond Ourselves committee
Sourced from WinACC’s website

Eco Church
God’s Creation needs our action
Perhaps you would agree that sometimes we are
led to believe that nothing will change. Going back
to the time when I was a teenager, I grew up in a
system that seemed to stagnate forever. I believed
that I would not be able to travel to the West
before I retired at the age of 60. But only a few
months later all had changed: the East German
government was toppled and the Berlin Wall
was broken down overnight – a tipping point in
autumn 1989.
A year ago, there was talk of how Heathrow,
Gatwick and even Southampton Airport needed to
expand to accommodate ever-increasing air traffic.
But Covid-19 changed this suddenly, and now
super-jumbos have been grounded. Apparently
an Airbus A370 made to carry over 500 passengers
is being used as a stationary pop-up restaurant
in Singapore. How much our world has changed
thanks to a tiny virus that may have escaped from
wildlife in a market in a big city!
This 2008 video,
https://vimeo.com/1709110,
illustrates what causes our
climate to approach tipping
points that would turn the
world into a very different
place. Only 1–2 degrees’
temperature rise decides
how many coral reefs
survive, how many animals
and plants become extinct,
how ecosystems will change, how humans will be
able to feed ourselves. It’s difficult to imagine what
will happen if we heat the world by more than that.
This sounds overwhelming and frightening. What
will our world look like when our children or
grandchildren grow up? What questions will they
ask us?
I am still hopeful that this trend can be stopped.
Our climate crisis has been caused by us humans;
surely we can also stop it. It’s not caused by a
massive meteorite, like the one that possibly killed
the dinosaurs. None of us is solely responsible but
each of us can make a difference, and collectively
we can change the world for the better. Everything
starts small before it gets big!

WinACC’s website gives many ideas as to how we
can make an impact by making better decisions.
We shouldn’t shy away from lobbying our diocese,
synods, local councils and government to support
us in making the right decisions. For instance, safer
cycling infrastructure may well encourage a greater
number of people to cycle more often; the right
public transport mix might enable workers and
shoppers to leave the car at home; support for
renewable energy is likely to achieve a greener
energy mix.
We have many clever people in our country. Some
have already written a new bill – the CEE or Climate
and Ecological Emergency bill – which could
transform our country and economy. It has been
developed by scientists, lawyers and activists and
includes input from the IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change) and the UK’s Committee
on Climate Change. It covers carbon emissions
from the perspective of consumption rather than
production (i.e. including
emissions we cause by
buying goods manufactured
abroad that get transported
around the world). It builds
a framework for future
decision-making, including
a people’s assembly of
ordinary citizens (like a jury)
who are provided with
scientific advice to help the
government make specific decisions. Let’s ask our
MP to be part of a growing group of nearly 100
cross-party MPs supporting this bill.
Imagine that our small but important country
agrees such a landmark bill. What effect would this
have on other nations when we host the next
climate conference in Glasgow in 2021? This could
be a positive human tipping point, even more
important than the one in 1989.
I believe that we can create human tipping points
to heal the damage that we have caused in the
world. For the sake of God’s Creation, let’s act
on it!
Max Priesemann, Eco Church representative
priesemann@web.de

Notice seen recently in a bookshop:
The Post-Apocalyptic section has been moved to Current Affairs.
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Calmness, kindness, optimism
Extracts from the tribute to Dorothy and John Dennis
given by their sons at the Thanksgiving Service on 14 October
John Although there is no joy in both your parents
dying in such quick succession, it does seem rather
fitting that we should be able to hold a joint
memorial for them, and I think they would rather
have liked it. They were born within two months of
each other, were together for 66 years, and died 6
weeks apart. And through all that time they were a
team, a proper love story, with its ups and downs,
its moments of joy and moments of frustration –
but always working towards the same ends,
partners in the same project, spending little time
thinking about themselves, instead concentrating
on how they could help other people.
Pete Let me tell you a little about their journey
together. They first became aware of each other,
the story goes, in 1953 when their eyes met
across a crowded room at a theology lecture in
Cambridge. I personally have always had my doubts
about that – it couldn’t have been a crowded room.
It was a theology lecture! But it is true that from
that day onwards they were never really apart, and
married three years later.
John Once married they moved to Armley in Leeds,
where Dad undertook his first curacy in an area of
back-to-back housing within the shadow of the jail,
while Mum became a history teacher at Leeds Girls’
High School until I was born in 1959. A further
curacy followed in Kettering before Dad was given
his first parish, Christchurch, Isle of Dogs, in the
East End of London.
Pete I have often thought what a change of life an
East End parish in the 1960s must have been for
them. I can’t think that my mother, having been
brought up in a quiet Suffolk market town, would
have imagined that by the mid-60s she would have
been running a nursery class in which one of the
children was the daughter of the Kray twins’
getaway driver. At that point the Isle was still a
scarred landscape of bombsites, docks, prefabs
and high-rise.
John It was also a volatile parish which had split
into two factions, which Dad and Mum had been
brought in to heal. Not surprisingly, they seemed to
manage it using qualities you will recognise –
calmness, kindness and an unfailing ability to look
forward optimistically. And there were unusual
challenges for a young vicar. In 1970, upset by
the workings of the Docklands Development
Corporation, the people of the Isle of Dogs literally
raised the bridges separating them from the
outside world and declared independence from
the UK. Dad, amongst others, mediated a return to
normal life.
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Pete The Isle of Dogs was followed by nine years in
the rather more genteel suburban surroundings of
John Keble Church in Mill Hill, in north London.
John Then in 1979 Dad was consecrated BIshop –
the Suffragan Bishop of Knaresborough – so they
were off to Ripon, and then Leeds, before in 1986
Dad was translated and became Diocesan Bishop
of St Edmundsbury and Ipswich … the diocese my
mother had left as a young woman some 33 years
earlier. Finally, after a false start in Cambridge,
their journey ended here in retirement in
Winchester, where Mum had had her first teaching
job and Dad’s parents had also retired. They
became part of this parish, which they both loved –
a place where we knew that they were looked after
and cared for as part of a close community.
Pete Until really very recently they were still
picking people up and taking them to church,
seemingly unaware of their own advanced years. If
you asked them what they were doing on a Sunday
morning, they would say, ‘We’re looking after the
old people’. To be honest, until right at the end they
never did seem to age, partially I think because
they never fought it or railed against it. They just
accepted it and saw the funny side. When my father
took a tumble, as he often did towards the end, he
would say, ‘They tell me I have fallen over, but
actually I was just resting my head on the floor’.
John I stayed with them a lot in the final months
and got a better sense than I ever had as a child
or young adult of their separate and quite strong
personalities, but also of the force of what bound
them together. They were always there for each
other. They meditated together, prayed together,
laughed together, worked through problems
together and furnished each other with strength,
sometimes in unexpected ways.
Pete From around 1959 my father, who had a
sweet tooth, was quite willingly kept on a healthy
diet by my mother. He made occasional bids for
freedom when they went out for a pub meal – every
time with the same result. Dad would order an
enormous dessert and my mother would say, ‘Do
you really need that?’ Tellingly, in the last weeks
of his life when Mum was no longer around, he
seemed to live exclusively on ice cream.
John They were amazing parents because they
were always there to pick us up, in both senses:
when we had fallen, literally or metaphorically, but
also from dodgy events like concerts at ludicrous
hours of the night. But they were equally keen that
we should live our own lives and not have to worry

about them. They never told us who we should be,
what we should do or how we should do it. They
wanted us to find our own way, and at every step
they would quietly support us, often by not saying
anything, and sometimes with a cheque they could
doubtless ill afford. They always let us know when
they were proud of us. Pete remembers, I think
with horror, Dad telling him proudly that he told
the Archbishop of Canterbury that Pete did his
voice on Spitting Image.
Pete I was trying to think of the best way to explain
how they approached life and how they could help.
Rather strangely, I decided that I should do this
with reference to our childhood family cat. Kiska, as
she was called, arrived in 1969 and lived to the ripe
old age of 21. And no cat has had a life like hers.
For a start, she was a cat with an exercise routine.
My mother would devote sections of the day to
playing with the cat, sometimes directly and
sometimes passively by tying pieces of material to
the hem of her dress which the cat could chase
while my mother moved round the house. The cat
came on holiday with us in our caravan and came
on walks with us attached to a 30-foot washing
line. And they weren’t short walks: Kiska walked
across Dartmoor and up Pen-y-ghent in Yorkshire.
When Dad became a bishop and moved to Ripon
while Mum and I stayed in London so I could finish
at school, the cat went with him, and they travelled
round together whenever possible. When he drove
down to London to see us, the cat came too – not in
a basket or carrier but sitting on a specially built
shelf Dad had built between the dashboard and the
headrest of the passenger seat of his car. Drivers
going the other way on the A1 would first see a
bishop, and then in much the same pose and at the
same head height next to him, a Burmese cat.
And when Kiska grew old and could no longer jump
on their bed for the night, my parents built her two
shallow wooden staircases extending like arms out
from their mattress so the cat could stroll up rather
than jump. For me they absolutely epitomise how
they looked after the people they knew. They never
wanted them to feel alone, they provided support
to them and they encouraged them to climb out of
whatever problems they found themselves in.
John Given how busy they always were, the
breadth of their interests was amazing. Dad would
read to Mum constantly from the paper, they
would watch documentaries on history, politics
and everything else under the sun, with Mum
(I have discovered recently) filling notebook after
notebook about them afterwards. Like the top
academic she might so easily have become in a
parallel life, she had a forensic appetite for detail.
The cross-examination could be (sweetly and
kindly) ferocious! Woe betide the son, grandson or
granddaughter who said something inconsistent!

Everywhere in the world that my own work has
taken me they came to visit us, till simply too old to
get the insurance, and they often then went off on
their own in search of new experiences. In 1985,
with not a word of Chinese between them, they
travelled solo by steam train from Hong Kong to
Beijing – no mean feat then (or now). A bit later,
Dad tracked around the Middle East and the
Caucasus as envoy to the eastern churches, and
doubtless he would have had lots of wisdom to
offer, right now, about what’s going on in Armenia
and Azerbaijan. Lots of people seem to get less
curious about the world as they age; Mum and Dad
only became more so, as well as more, not less,
optimistic. How telling is that about who they really
were, and what they so deeply believed?
They were also the most fantastic Granny and
Grandad. In the earlier years, like many parents,
they were there to help us and thus tactfully
ensure that their own skills had been passed on.
Providing that crucial help at least once entailed
an intercontinental trip! Plus constant ferrying of
our boys to and fro from airports and schools, and
being there as a home from home for several halfterms. Mum and Dad did it all into their eighties,
quite clearly loving every moment.
I’m sure the grandkids would say that they were
also helped directly, just as Pete and I were:
through Mum and Dad’s gentle, intelligent interest
and pride in their diverse activities, friendly support
when needed, and the odd BACS payment in place
of a cheque. Dad loved his IT till pretty well the
end, although he did say to me quite late on, laying
his hand on my arm, ‘John, you know, it’s you now,
not me’. ‘What?’ I asked, expecting something
rather profound. ‘You’re Gadgetman now!’ he
replied. That was his family nickname from the
1980s.
Pete They were fearless, practical, charmingly
eccentric and willing to give pretty well anything a
go if they felt it would help. I have many happy
childhood memories of playing cricket in our back
garden with Mum. She would bat – without cricket
pads – and I would bowl as fast as I could at her
with a proper cricket ball. On our first holiday
abroad together in 1976 in central France John got
quite badly stung by a wasp. Unembarrassed as
ever, Mum strode into the small pharmacy in the
town square to put to use the schoolgirl French she
had learned 25 years before. The pharmacist looked
confused and not surprisingly, because her vocab
had slightly let her down. Instead of saying, ‘Excuse
me, I wonder if you could help me, my son has
been stung by a wasp’, what she actually said was,
‘Excuse me, I wonder if you could help me, my son
has been attacked by a bishop’.
John Our Mum and Dad were simply great, and we
couldn’t have loved them more.
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Some of the
Harvest gifts

The Watsons toasting
marshmallows

River of apples

Charlotte’s
boredom jar
Bunting for
Winchester Green Week
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Liz Stuart’s ordination
cake, made by Irene Casey
Liz’s first
service as
priest

New porch
information
board

‘Rest and be
thankful’

Family
service at
St Paul’s
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Children’s and youth work update
Last month I wrote about how we had asked
parents for their thoughts on children attending
services at St Paul’s in these Covid times. The
overwhelming view was that they would prefer
not to bring young children to the main services,
firstly, because of safety, and secondly, as the
children possibly wouldn’t enjoy the more
restricted experience. It was agreed that young
people aged 11 upwards would still be able to
come and benefit from the services. The
outworking of this was as follows.
Family services in St Paul’s We held our first
Family Service on Sunday 4 October at 2.30 pm,
with the theme ‘Sharing God’s love’. Many thanks
to Sandra Lewis and Heather Ellis for their help and
support. Six families came, making totals of 12
children and 13 adults. (Some other families
couldn’t come because of prior engagements.)
Children read the gospel and contributed to the
prayers, and Sandra gave a talk. Social distancing
worked well and families felt safe; they said that
they had enjoyed the service.
At the end we asked for feedback, and suggestions
included having a craft activity for each family,
giving children an opportunity to speak about what
they’ve been doing, and the children bringing some
art work. We will implement these ideas and
continue to listen to what families would like. For
the moment we’re planning two family services per
month: in November, on 8th and 22nd, at 2.30 pm.
It has been really good to see some of the
children in person at the family services
rather than virtually on Zoom. As these
services continue we hope to see more and
more families back in the church again.
Meanwhile, I will keep in contact and see
how things are going for families.
Online children’s services are continuing and
are popular with children and adults alike. It’s
valuable that they involve many children
and families in readings and prayers, plus
older people from the parish telling
stories. There have been some
memorable contributions by members of
the congregation. Adrian McKenzie
showed us some dolls with angry and
sad faces and said that everyone is
welcome in God’s kingdom.

Everyone is welcome in God’s kingdom
Barney Lynch spoke about how his tomatoes are
growing and how, just as they need nourishment,
we also need to feed our Christian faith through
prayer and Bible reading.
My granddaughter Charlotte is back at school but
happy to continue craft and other activities, such as
cooking Blondies (Brownies with white chocolate!).
She demonstrated how to make a ‘boredom jar’
containing ideas for activities in case children are at
a loose end (see photo on p. 10). Our youth
assistant Olli Wilson-Smith continues to put all the
films together, and huge thanks go to him.
Zoom Olli and I held another Zoom meeting with
the older teenagers, and we plan to continue these.
Confirmation service The number of young
people getting ready for Confirmation on Sunday
1 November has now increased to five, who all
want to be confirmed. For safety and to comply
with current regulations, the preparation sessions
are on Zoom rather than meeting in person. The
young people seem to get a lot from them and we
have good conversations about different aspects of
our Christian faith. Thanks to Olli and the parents
for helping.
Growing seeds Max Priesemann, one of our Eco
Church representatives, has suggested that
children and adults of St Paul’s and St Matthew’s
collect tree seeds – such as acorns, conkers, beech
seeds and hazelnuts – and plant them in pots to
grow seedlings that can be planted out after a year
or two. When the ‘little trees’ are ready, Max will
find suitable places for them, and it will be
wonderful to watch them growing bigger and
bigger – and ending up taller than the children
themselves. Do give it a try and let me know how
you get on, with photos for the magazine if
possible!
Mary Copping, 07921 886016
youth@stmatthewstpaul.org

We’re grateful to all who send
in photographs; this month
they are by Irene Casey, Mary
Copping, Alison Mercer,
Harvey Mills, Ursula Payne,
Julia Seal and Laura Watson.
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Living in plague times
It’s my own fault. Because I’ve written books
with titles like Where is God when it hurts?,
Disappointment with God, and The Question that
Never Goes Away, my phone starts ringing when
there’s a mass shooting, a tsunami … or a rogue
virus that spreads across the world.
I’ve spent much of my writing career circling
around the problem of pain and suffering, and for
some questions I know better than to attempt an
answer. Why does a tornado devastate one town in
Oklahoma or Alabama and skip right past its nearby
neighbour? Why does an omnipotent God allow
such suffering to exist in the first place?
I’ve studied every biblical passage related to
suffering and concluded that we receive little
guidance from the Bible on the ‘why’ questions.
Job’s friends, who thought they had the answer,
were smartly rebuked by God. For his part, God
managed to evade the question in his longest
recorded speech at the end of the Book of Job.
Centuries later, when the Pharisees or Jesus’
disciples proposed neat answers by blaming victims
for their plight, Jesus refuted them.
Two things, however, I believe with near certainty.
First, we live on a broken planet that displeases
God as much as it displeases us. Jesus asked us to
pray that God’s will ‘be done on earth as it is in
heaven’, and clearly that prayer has not yet been
answered on planet earth. Philosophers and
theologians put forward various theories explaining
what happened here: an invasion by evil forces,
perhaps; a Fall introduced by disobedient humans;
an evolutionary process that has not reached
completion. None of these fully satisfies, especially
if it’s your child who has leukaemia, or your parent
who’s contracted Covid-19.
My second belief follows from the first: God is on
the side of the sufferer. Almost instinctively, we
react to suffering by thinking we must have done
something wrong for which God is punishing us.
There’s an easy correction to that innate response:
simply follow Jesus through the gospels and watch
his response to a widow who lost her only son, or
even a Roman soldier whose servant has fallen ill.
Never does he blame the victim or philosophise
about the cause. Always, without exception, he
responds with compassion, comfort and healing.
Christians believe that Jesus is, as Colossians tells
us, ‘the exact likeness of the unseen God’ (1: 15,
TLB). If you want to know how God feels about
people who are suffering, look at Jesus.
Jesus knew suffering up close, as a willing victim of
our planet’s brokenness. And when he ascended,
he sent his followers into the world ‘as the Father
has sent me’, to be God’s agents of comfort and

Comfort those in any
trouble – that is our
stated mission in a world
full of pain and suffering.

healing. In a lovely
phrase, the apostle
Paul refers to the God
of all comfort, ‘who comforts us in all our troubles,
so that we can comfort those in any trouble with
the comfort we ourselves receive from God’
(2 Corinthians 1: 4, NIV). That is our stated mission
in a world full of pain and suffering.
Thus, one answer to the question, ‘Where is God
when it hurts?’ is another question: ‘Where is the
Church when it hurts?’ Jesus’ followers are God’s
designated agents of comfort and help, the literal
‘Body of Christ’, as Paul put it.

Looking at history, sometimes Jesus-followers
have fulfilled that mission, and sometimes they
haven’t. When the great bubonic plagues swept
across Europe, killing one-third of the continent’s
population, prophets appeared in the streets
proclaiming God’s judgement. (As it turned out,
what Europe really needed was a supply of rat
poison.) In our own time, when a tsunami smashed
into the east coast of Japan, killing 20,000, some
evangelical leaders blamed Japan for worshipping
the Sun God. Even now, prominent Christians
propose conspiracy theories involving North Korea
or China for this latest crisis. At a time when the
entire world is at risk, they sow division rather than
unity, fear rather than comfort.
On the other hand, as a journalist I have travelled
to some 87 countries, and in most of them you can
follow the trail of Christian missionaries by the
hospitals, clinics and orphanages they founded.
I wrote books such as Fearfully and Wonderfully
Made with the esteemed leprosy specialist
Dr Paul Brand. Virtually every advance in the
understanding and treatment of that disease
came from Christian missionaries – not because
they were the best physicians and scientists, but
because they were the only ones willing to treat
that misunderstood and dreaded disease. Following
Jesus’ example, they risked exposure by reaching
out to the leprosy-afflicted.
The sociologist Rodney Stark has written (in The
Rise of Christianity) that one reason the Church
overcame hostility and grew so rapidly within
the Roman Empire traces back to how Christians
responded to pandemics of the day, which
probably included smallpox and bubonic plague.
When infection spread, Romans fled their cities and
towns; Christians stayed behind to nurse and feed
not only their relatives but their pagan neighbours.
Their proffered comfort drew others to the God of
all comfort.
Philip Yancey, 22 March 2020
Extracted from www.patheos.com
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From our elected representatives
The future of Winchester Hospital
The NHS (locally and nationally)
remains my priority. I’ve written
about it countless times in this
magazine, the local press and in my
own publications.
Over the past decade I have sought to understand
the local NHS and support what is in our best
interests in line with clinical advice. But politicians
do not design health services. As the old
Winchester & Eastleigh Trust came together with
Basingstoke, compromises were required around
the centralisation of services – when it came
to urgent stroke care or acute orthopaedics,
for instance.
This summer it got serious as Hampshire Hospitals
embarked on the Hampshire Together programme.
I have worked incredibly hard, including writing
to thousands of households at one point, to get
constituents involved in the planning of future
hospital services.
It is a process which has otherwise passed by
unnoticed, and that is hardly surprising in the midst
of a pandemic. This is why I have said – publicly,
privately and in the House of Commons – that this
is a strange time to seek major changes to the local
NHS, if your aim is to do so with a modicum of
engagement and consent from the general public.
Nonetheless, Hampshire Together has produced
a series of options upon which it plans to consult
formally early next year, and we should be clear
that will pose some difficult questions. There’s no

question the Trust faces significant
pressure to centralise certain services.
Some of that is external, around neonatal
care, for instance; some of it is not.
I have consistently said that this project, because it
is part of the ‘40 new hospitals’, is primarily about
replacing Basingstoke Hospital, and the Prime
Minister has confirmed that. But we’re clear, as I
promised last December, that it will see ‘significant
investment’ at the Royal Hampshire County
Hospital and I remain of the view Winchester
needs a District General Hospital (DGH) with
an emergency department and consultant-led
maternity services. I know that’s challenging and
the Trust wants a clinical model that does the best
by us all, but I would urge it to keep an open mind
and not to give up on Winchester Hospital ...
because we have not.
As I have said for a decade and more, I’ve never
met a constituent who doesn’t want to be taken to
the right place, to get the right treatment, when
they’re acutely unwell. This requires services that
give us the best chance, should illness strike.
But we should remember, a DGH is a delicate ecosystem and the services it has are highly dependent
on each other. Some change is manageable yet we
should be careful before taking too much away
and, if the Trust plans to do so, it must be honest
with residents about what we gain and lose. It is up
to the clinicians to make their case.
Steve Brine
MP for Winchester, 10 October

Hampshire Together’s six options
Six options for delivering future hospital services across north and mid Hampshire are
currently being considered by local NHS organisations as part of the Hampshire
Together: Modernising our Hospitals and Health Services programme.
Doctors, nurses and other clinicians from north and mid Hampshire recently held a series
of conversations and virtual workshops to look at how health and care services could be
designed for the future. More than 100 people, including current patients with
experience of using hospital services, clinicians from across the health and care system,
and representatives of various groups from the community took part.
Five of the six options being explored involve the construction of a new hospital. Four of
the six options involve the development of a main satellite hospital, which would contain
an urgent treatment centre, step down inpatient care for patients requiring services such
as physiotherapy, midwife-led maternity care, and diagnostic tests such as MRI scans and
blood tests. All options have some health care services provided elsewhere, working
together as a network to serve the people of north and mid Hampshire.
For further information, please see
https://www.hampshiretogether.nhs.uk/proposals/service-options.
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Balancing budgets and celebrating community organisations
It’s wonderful to hear about the near completion of
your building project and we hope that it will bring
a lift, and many benefits, to your community and
the neighbourhood in the months ahead. It will be
timely as we hopefully emerge from the impact of
this terrible pandemic.
Coronavirus continues to dominate so much of the
work of Winchester City Council. Just now it is its
economic consequences that we are having to
address. Most of the Council’s work is ensuring
that its services – the collection of waste, housing,
planning, licensing and leisure – run efficiently,
within budget, for the benefit of residents and
businesses.
We started the year with a tight but balanced
budget, responding to cuts from the government
grant; now so much has changed as a result of the
pandemic that we have had to undergo a major
rethink. Making sure that our most vulnerable
residents continue to be supported during the crisis
and that our businesses are able to open in a safe
environment has been a top priority for us, but it
has come at a cost. Our anticipated income from
rates and charges has plummeted while we have
incurred extra costs in dealing with, and adapting
to, changed circumstances. We are on track to
retain a balanced budget but it will require some
painful cuts. Meanwhile we have maintained all
services, with many staff working from home.

In difficult circumstances it’s important to ensure
that we retain some different, more positive signs
of going forward. Some of you may have noticed
that over the past few months the Guildhall clock
has been lit up in different colours to celebrate,
thank and raise awareness of organisations for
their work in supporting our communities. One
example was when the NHS turned 72 and the
clock was lit up in blue. We are continuing to make
sure that good causes are highlighted in this way,
so do remember to look up when you are in the
Broadway. It’s a dark area and this certainly makes
a difference. In the longer term we also hope to
improve lighting in the High Street and Broadway,
but that is for another time.
We continue to work with Hampshire County
Council, which is responsible for the streets,
on making the environment more pedestrianfriendly. It all takes time, but we are hopeful that
improvements might be made to Cheriton Road
where there is particular conflict between vehicles
and those on foot, primarily children, at the
beginning and end of the school day.
We hope you stay well.
Liz Hutchison, Lucille Thompson and Martin Tod,
Councillors for the St Paul ward, 13 October

The Guildhall clock turned
purple to help celebrate the
compassionate caring of
Hampshire’s palliative and
end-of-life teams during
Hospice Care Week
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Classifieds

A McKerrell
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Domestic installer
PAT testing
No job too small. No call out fee.
aimsekai@gmail.com
07902 497728
General maintenance, handyman, painting and
decorating services also offered
HAMPSHIRE ROOFING
WINCHESTER
Flat roof specialists

THE LOG CABIN
FOR HIRE

Ring Harry
01962 860487, 07795 935202

Stockbridge Rd Winchester SO22 6RH

Slates and tiles replaced • Chimneys repointed •
Ridge tiles repointed • Garage and extension flat roofs
renewed and repaired • Lead valleys repaired

Free estimates

HQ of 11th Winchester Scout Group
Ideal for children’s parties
Plenty of room inside with excellent cooking facilities
Fantastic large garden
To find out more and book go to
www.11thwinchester.org.uk

Blackwell & Moody
MADE-TO-MEASURE
SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
WITH A LOCAL SERVICE
For a FREE, no-obligation home
consultation, call Mike on
01962 710807 or e-mail
hi@thegreatshutterco.co.uk
For more information: 160 Stockbridge
Road, Winchester SO22 6RN

www.thegreatshutterco.co.uk

Monumental and general masons
Magdalen Masonry Works, Alresford Road
Winchester SO21 1HE, 01962 852476,
blackwellandmoodyltd@fsmail.net
Suppliers of new memorials • Existing
memorials renovated • Building restoration •
House signs and numbers • All stonework •
Professional advice
www.blackwellandmoody.co.uk

If you would like advertise in the parish magazine
please contact Katy Palacio in the parish office,
admin@stmatthewstpaul.org
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BLB private car hire
Airport, docks and longdistance transfers in
safety and luxury

Garden design
and construction

Will Ridpath
Over 20 years of creating
gardens to suit your needs

blbcarhire@gmail.com
07775 893146

07803 297563, 01794 514572
will@willridpath-gardendesign.co.uk

www.willridpath-gardendesign.co.uk

Winchester Shape Note Singing Group
Community singing for all
No auditions – beginners and experienced singers
all welcome!
St Paul’s parish rooms, St Paul’s Hill, Winchester, SO22 5AB
1st and 3rd Thursday of every month, 7.30–9.30 pm
Cost: collection tin
For more information
E-mail: winchestersns@aol.com
Facebook: Winchester Shape Note Singing
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Richard Steel & Partners
Family owned

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Richard Steel  Iain Steel  Mark Allery
Continuing four generations of personal
family service since 1860
Alderman House, 12–14 City Road, Winchester SO23 8SD
01962 862333 (24 hours), steel@winchesterfunerals.co.uk
with our St Mary’s Chapel and Garden of Remembrance at
Chesil House, 4 Chesil Street, Winchester SO23 0HU
We offer a choice of funeral plans

www.winchesterfunerals.co.uk

Services for individuals

Services for businesses

Buying and selling property
Landlord and tenant
Wills and powers of attorney
Divorce and family law
Support for the elderly
Tax advice
Trusts
Administration of estates
Employment law

Farms and estates
Business acquisitions and disposals
Commercial property
Employment law
Civil litigation
Dispute resolution

12 St Thomas Street, Winchester SO23 9HF
t: 01962 841484 f: 01962 841554
info@godwins-law.co.uk
www.godwins-law.co.uk
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SUPPORTING ST PAUL’S CHURCH
and the local community
If you’re thinking of selling or letting, contact us for a free market appraisal

2 Jewry Street, Winchester, SO23 8RZ
01962 830880
winchester@chartersestateagents.co.uk
www.chartersestateagents.co.uk
Disclaimer: Advertisements in the parish magazine are accepted in good faith from local organisations, businesses and individuals.
The publication of these advertisements should not be taken as a recommendation or endorsement of the products or services offered.
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Contact us
Parish Office, St Paul’s Church
St Paul’s Hill, Winchester
SO22 5AB, 844878
Usually open M, W, F, 9.30–3
www.stmatthewstpaul.org
Revd Mary Copping, Asst Priest,
children/youth work co-ordinator
youth@stmatthewstpaul.org
07921 886016, M, Tu, W, F

Canon Peter Seal, Rector
peter@stmatthewstpaul.org
854849 (h) 844878 (office)
M, Tu, W, Th

Ursula Payne, rector’s assistant,
Building for Life project
administrator
ursula@stmatthewstpaul.org
844878, M, Tu, Th
Revd Liz Stuart, Curate
Nathalie Schulz, PCC secretary
liz@stmatthewstpaul.org
n.schulz@btopenworld.com
810509
Revd Neil Birkett, Asst Priest
Tim Stannard, stewardship
revneil@hotmail.co.uk
secretary, legacy officer
864910
tim@thestannards.co.uk
855871
Stephen Adam, Licensed Lay Minister
Bill Lucas, Chair, Building for Life
(LLM)
Project
stephennadam@gmail.com
buildingforlife@stmatthewstpaul.
883511
org
Christopher Seaman, churchwarden,
Maggie Brecknell, electoral roll
St P’s
officer
chrseaman@aol.com
brecknell1@uwclub.net
849192
856552
Alexa Heady, assistant churchwarden, Janet Bird, postal magazine
St P’s
distribution
alexa.heady@gmail.com
881173
841151
(during Covid-19, handled by Katy
Palacio)
Mike Russell-Smith, churchwarden,
Silvia Brown, St Paul’s Pre-school
St M’s
supervisor
waldrons@ntlworld.com
supervisor@stpaulspreschoolwin
853584
chester.co.uk
07879 645600
Dick Wilkinson, churchwarden/ health, Roger McKearney, health, safety
safety and security officer,
and security officer, St P’s
St M’s
rmckearney@gmail.com
dwlknsn@hotmail.com
624115
865705

Katy Palacio, parish
administrator, room bookings,
advertising
admin@stmatthewstpaul.org
844878, M, W, F
Ali Galvin, music administrator
aligalvin@me.com
07734 458773

Ian Rees, organist, St P’s
ianrees212@gmail.com
07824 686147
Prue Skinner, organist, St M’s
antprueskinner@gmail.com
854210
Niki Bray, safeguarding officer
(children and adults)
dpbray@virginmedia.com
07786 837535
Jan Walley, parish visiting
janpwalley1@hotmail.co.uk
808441
Sarah Eadie, flowers, St P’s
sarah.eadie@hotmail.co.uk
624259

Roberta Brockman, Acting
Chair, Friends of St Matthew
with St Paul
roberta@fabrock.plus.com
853088
All gifts gratefully received
Cheques payable to St
Matthew’s PCC
Sort code 55-81-26
Account 73264024

God, give us strength. Strength to hold on and strength to let go.
Michael Leunig

